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A partially specified finite automaton is one whose flow table is 
not completely specified. Given a partially specified automaton, we 
want to determine whether it is possible to complete its flow table 
so that the resultant automaton will have a finite memory span. 
I. NOTATIONS 
A finite automaton is described by a quintuple A = {~, Z, S, M, N}. 
Here, Z = l z l ,  ¢2, • • " } is the finite set of all possible input symbols to 
the automaton,  Z -- {zl, z~, • • • } is the finite set of all possible output  
symbols from the automaton, and S = {sl, s2, • • • } is the finite set of 
the internal states of the automaton. M, which specifies the next internal 
state of the automaton,  is a function whose domain is the Cartesian 
product S X Z and whose range is S. N, which specifies the present 
output  of the automaton, is a function whose domain is S X 2 and 
whose range is Z. The mappings of the functions M and N are usually 
exhibited as the "flow table," for example, Table I is the flow table of an 
automaton.  The definitions of both M and N can be extended recursively 
from the domain S X N to S X T, where T is the set of all sequences of 
the input symbols from the set 2. That  is, 
M(s, ct) = M(M(s ,  ~), t) 
N(s, ct) = N(M(s ,  (r), t), 
wheres  C S, (~ C Y~, and t ~ T. 
Since we are interested only in the structural characteristics of an 
automaton,  we shall not be concerned with its outputs. Thus, an autom- 
aton can be described by a triple A = {~, S, M} with the set of the 
* This work was supported in part by the U. S. Army, the Air Force Office 
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TABLE I TABLE  I I  TABLE  I I I  
FLow TABLE  OF  AN AN AUTOMATON AN AUTOMATON 
AUTOMATON I- IAvING A F IN ITE  I - IAVING AN INF IN ITE  
MEMORY SPAN M~MORY SPAN 
Z Z Z 
S S S 
0 1 0 1 0 1 
N1 817 1 S2, 1 81 81 82 81 81 82 
S~ S~, 0 S2, 1 S2 S~ S2 S~ S~ 8~ 
83 81, 0 84~ 0 '83 81 84 
84 8~ 1 8% 0 84 8~ 82 
output symbols Z and the output function N disregarded. Corre- 
spondingly, the flow table of such an automaton will exhibit only the 
mapping of the function M. 
An automaton A' = {2, Z, S, M', N'} is said to be partially specified 
if some of the values of the functions M' and/or N' are not specified. 
Similarly, A' = {2, S, M'} is partially specified if the values of the 
function M' are not completely specified. 
I I. MEMORY SPAN OF AUTOMATA 
An automaton is said to have a "memory" because its behavior de- 
pends on its past history. However, the behavior of some automata 
depends on remote history, while the behavior of others depends only 
on recent history. In other words, h~ the former case we say that the 
automata have a longer memory span, while in the latter case, a shorter 
one. We shall define the memory span of an automaton in a precise 
manner .  
DEF IN IT ION 1. An  automaton  A = {2, S ,M} is said to have  a finite 
memory  span  I m if and  only if 
i. For  all s~, s~ in S and  for all t in T, M(s~,  t) -- M(s j ,  t), when 
L(t) >= m + i, where  L(t) is the length of t, and  
2. There  exist s~, s~- in S and  exists t in T w i th  L(t) = m,  so that 
M(s~ , t) ~ M(s j  , t). 
An example  of an  automaton  hav ing  a finite memory  span  2 is given in 
Tab le  II. 
DEF IN IT ION 2. An  automaton  A -- {Z, S, M} is said to have  an  
i I n  the  te rmino logy  of Per les et al. (1961), the automaton  A is an  m-def in i te 
automaton .  
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infinite memory span if and only if for any given integer N, there exist 
s~, s~- in S and exists t in T with L(t) >= N, so that M(s~, t) ~ M(sj, t). 
An example of an automaton having an infinite memory span is shown 
in Table I I I .  
I I I .  STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Given a partially specified automaton A = [~, S, M'}, we want to 
determine whether it is possible to fill in the unspecified values of the 
function M '  so that the resultant automaton will have a finite memory 
span. If  it is possible, we want to know how the unspecified values of the 
function M'  might be filled. 
IV. A SERIES OF PARTITIONS ON THE STATES OF A COMPLETELY 
SPECIF IED AUTOMATON 
For an automaton A = /~, S, M}, we define a series of relations 
R1, R2, • • • , Rk • • • among the states in S as follows. 
R1 : For any pair of states s~ and sj, s~Rlsj. 
R2 : I f  siR~sj, then for all ~ in ~,~ M(s~, z)R2M(sj, ~). 
R~ : If  s~Rk_~ss, then for all z in ~, M(s~, z)R~M(sj, ~). 
Moreover, all the R's are defined as transitive relations. In other words, 
if s~ksj and sjRks,~, we shall have s~R~s~ by definition. 
I t  can be shown that the R's are equivalence relations (Liu, 1962). 
Therefore, they define a series of partitions Qi, Q2, • • • , Qk, • • • over 
the set of states S. We shall say that this series of partitions terminates 
at Qs, if Qp = Q~+~, since Q~ = Q~+~ implies that all succeeding par- 
titions will be identical. I t  has also been proved (Liu, 1962) that:  
1. For any k, Qk+l is a refinement of Qk • 
2. For any/c, if a state ss is in a block consisting of more than one 
state in Qk, there exists a state s~- in the same block as s~ in Qk, and there 
exist a pair of states ss, s~ and an input sequence t of length k -- 1, so 
that M(s~, t) = s~ and M(sq, t) = sj. On the other hand, if a state s~ 
is in a block by itself in Qk, then for any input sequence t of length/c - 1 
and for all the states s~, s~, ss, • • • in S, either all of M(s~, t), M(ss, t), 
M(ss, t), ... are equal to s~ or none of them are equal to s~. 
We have the following theorem. 
If there exists a state st which is such that no state ss and input symbol 
will give M(s~,  ~,) = s t ,  we define stress .  The same definition is applied in the 
successive relations. 
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TEEORn~ 1. An automaton will have a finite memory span m, i f  the 
aeries of partitions Q1, Q2 , " • terminates at @,+2 and if Q~+2 consists of 
n blocks, where n is the number of states of the automaton. 
PnooF 1: With Qm+l consisting of less than n blocks, there is ablock 
containing two or more states. Therefore, there exists a pair of states 
s~, sq and an input sequence t of length equal to m so that M(s~, t) 
M(s~, t). 
Since q.~+~ = q~+3 = q~+4 • • • , for any input sequence t with L(t) >= 
m -t- 1, it is not true that there exists a pair of states s~ and sq so that 
M(s~, t) ~ M(s~, t). Q.E.D. 
V. A SERIES OF PARTITIONS ON THE STATES OF A PARTIALLY 
SPECIFIED AUTOMATON 
For a partially specified automaton A' = {~, S, Mr}, we define a 
series of relations R1 p, R2', • • • , Rk t, • • • among the states in S as follows. 
Rlt: For any pair of states s~ and s], siR11s]. 
R2': If siRl'sj, for any z in ~ so that both M'(s l ,  (r) and M'(s i ,  (r) 
are specified, M' (sl , (r)R2'M' (si , a). ~ 
R~': If  s~_lS~, for any ~ in ~ so that both M'(s l ,  (r) and M'(s j ,  z) 
are specified, M' ( sl , (r ) Rk' M' ( sj , (r ) . 
Moreover, all of the R p are defined as transitive relations. 
I t  can also be shown that the R' are equivalence relations. They thus 
define a series of partitions Q~', Q2' "'" Q~' "'" over the set of states S, 
where Q~+I is a refinement of Qk' for any lc. 
Given a partially specified automaton A' = {Z, S, M~}, consider a 
completely specified automaton A~ = [E, S, M~} of which the set of 
input symbols ~ and the set of internal states S are the same as those 
of A ~. The function M~ is defined as follows. For all s~ in S and all ~ in ~, 
1. I f  M'(s~, (r) is specified, M~(s~, (r) will be equal to M'(s~, (r). 
2. If  M'(s , ,  (r) is unspecified, we shall pick, among the blocks of 
states in the series of partitions Q t, Q2', " "  for the automaton A', the 
smallest block that contains s~ and at least one other state. Suppose 
that this block is {s~, sb, s~, s~}. We shall have either one of the following 
eases:  
(a) If  at least one of M'(sb, ~), M'(so, ¢), and M'(sd, (r) is specified, 
If there exists a state st which is such that  no state si and input symbol 
will give M~(s l ,  cr) = s t ,  we define stR2st .  The same definition is applied in the 
successive relations. 
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Ml(sa, z) will be equal to M1(sb, z), M~(sc, z) or M'(sd, z), whichever 
is specified. 
(b) If none of M'(sb, z), M~(sc, z), and M'(s~, z) are specified, we 
shall look for the smallest block of states in the series of partitions 
Q1/, Q2 ~ • • • which contains sa, sb, sc, sd and at least one other state. 
Suppose that this block is {s~, sb, s~, s~, se, sf}. We shall have M~(s~, ~) = 
Ml(sb, ¢) = M~(s~, z) = M,(sd, z) = M'(s~, ¢) or M'(s f ,  z) if 
at least one of M'(s~, ~) and M~(sf, ~) is specified. If none of Mt(s~, ~) 
and Mt(ss,  ~) are specified, we shall repeat his procedure and look for 
the smallest block of states which contains s~, sb, s~, sd, s~, ss and at 
least one other state. If we eventually terminate at Q~' and find that 
M'(s~, ~) is not specified for any s~ in S, we shall have Ml(s~, ~) = 
Ml(sb, a) = Ml(s~, ~) . . . . .  any state in S. 
It  is now obvious that the series of partitions Q~, Q~, . . .  for A~ will 
be identical with the series of partitions Q~, Q2', "'" for A'. Therefore, 
if the series of partitions Q~, Q2', "'" terminates at one partition that 
consists of n blocks, we know that it is possible to complete the function 
M ~ so that the resultant automaton will have a finite memory span. 
N[oreover, Theorem 2 will enable us to conclude that if the series of 
partitions QI', Q2', • • • for A' terminates at one that consists of less than 
n blocks, there is no way to complete the function M p so that the re- 
sultant automaton will have ~ finite memory span. 
T~EORE~ 2. Let A I = [~, S, M'} be a partially specified automaton and 
Q1 ~, Q2 ~, . . .  be the series of partitions for A'. Let A~ = {~, S, M2} be a 
completely specified automaton, where M2 is derived from M' by filling in 
all of the unspecified values of M'. Also, let Q1, Q2 , "'" be the series of 
partitions for A~. Then for any t~, Qk' <= QI~ • 
PRooF 2: By induction. First of all, Q,' =< Q, since Q,' = Q~. Assume 
that Q~' _-< Q~. Let {s~, s~, s~} be a set of states in the same block in 
Q~'. By assumption, {Sa, S~, S~} are also in the same block in Q~. There- 
fore, for any ~, {M'(s~, a), M'(s~, ~), M'(s~, a)}4 are in the same block 
in Q~+, and {M=(s~, z), M~(se, ~), M~(s~, ~)} are in the same block in 
Q~+~. Since, if the value of M' ( s~, ~) is specified, M~ (s~, z) = M' (s~, ~), 
then the set {M~(s~, ~), M~(s~, ~), M~(s~, ~)} contains the set 
{M'(s~, ~), M'(s~, ~), M'(so, ~) }. Repeating this argument for all sets 
of states that are in the same block in Q~', we prove that Q~+I _-< Q~+~. 
Q.E.D. 
The set {M'(s~, z), M'(s~, ~), M'(s~, ~) } conta ins  all of M'(s=, ~), M'(s~, ~), 
and M'(s~, or) whose values are specified. 
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VI. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
Examples illustrating the application of the results obtained above are 
given. 
Given a partially specified automaton whose flow table is shown in 
Table IV(a)  (the bars indicate unspecified values of the function M' ) ,  
we know that it is possible to complete the flow table so that the re- 
sultant automaton will have a finite memory span because the series of 
partitions Q(, Q2 ~, - - .  terminates at Qh' which consists of 6 blocks. 
From our discussion we can complete the flow table as that shown in 
Example 1 
TABLE IV 
2~x PARTIALLY SPECIFIED AUTOMA-TON 
0 1 
t~l 81 82 
82 - -  82 
83 85 - -  
84 - -  86 
85 - -  84 
86 85 - -  
a = {Z,S ,M '}  
(a) 
Qt '=  {sls2s3s4sw6} 
Q2'  : {s i sa  , sa  , 8284s6} 
QJ = {s~,  ss ,  s5 ,  s2scs6} 
QJ  = {s l , ss , s4 ,sh ,s~s6} 
Q~' = {s~ , s: , s~ , s4 , s~ , s6} 
(b) 
TABLE V 
POSSIBLE WAYS TO COMPLETE THE FLOW TABLE IN TABLE IV(a) 
s 
2~ 
o 1 
82 ~5 S2 
8~ 85 82 0£ 84 or  86 
84 85 86 
85 81 84 
86 85 82 
Example  2 
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TABLE VI  
A PARTIALLY SPECIFIED AUTOMATON 
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0 1 
sl  s l  s3 QI' = {sls~s~s4} 
s~ - -  s4 Q21 = {Sls~ , S3S4} 
s3 s2 - -  QJ = {si,  s2, s3s4} 
s4 - -  - -  Q J  = {s l , s2 ,s3 ,s~} 
A'  = {z, ~ ,M'}  
(a) (b) 
TABLE V I I  
POSSIBLE WAYS TO COMPLETE TIIE FLOW TABLE IN TABLE VI(a)  
S S 
0 1 "0 1 
81 81 83 81 81 88 
82 81 84 82 81 84 
82 8g 83 83 82 84 
84 82 83 84 82 84 
A1 = {z, S, MI} A~ = {z, S, M2} 
(a) (b) 
Example  3 
TABLE V I I I  
n PARTIALLY  SPECIFIED AUTOMATON 
0 1 
81 
82 
8~ 
84 
81 
83 
(a) 
82 
83 
A'= /~, S, M'} 
QI' = {s,s2s3s41 
Q2' = {sis2s3,  s41 
Q3' = {sls2s3,s4} 
(b) 
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Table V. In Table V, Ml(s2 , O) = s5 because M'  (s6 , O) = s~ and because 
s2 and s6 are in the same block in QJ. Similarly, Ml(s4, O) = ss, Ml(ss,  O) -- 
sl, and Ml(s~,  1) = s2. Notice that Ml(s3,  1) = s2 or s4 or s6 because 
Is1, s2, s3, s4, ss, s6} are in the same block in QI'. 
The partially specified automaton in Table VI(a) can be completed 
as an automaton having a finite memory span. Table VII  shows two 
possible ways to complete the flow table. Notice that in Table VI I (a)  
Ml(S~, 1) = M~(s4,1) = s3andinTable VI I (b)  M2(s3,1) = M2(s4,1) = 
s4. These values are obtained as follows. In Q3', s3 and s4 are in the same 
block; therefore Ml(s3,  1) = Ml(S4, 1). However, both of them are 
unspecified. The smallest block of states that contains s3 (and s4) and 
contains also another state sb so that M'(sb,  1) is specified is the block 
{sl, s2, s3, s4} in QI'. Thus, Ml(s3, 1) = Ml(s4, 1) = M'(s l ,  1) = s~ 
or M2(s3, 1) = M2(st,  1) = M'(s2, 1) = s4. 
The partially specified automaton in Table VI I I (a)  cannot be com- 
pleted as an automaton having a finite memory span because the series 
of partitions hown in Table VI I I (b)  terminates at Q( which consists 
of only two blocks. 
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